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School of the Eagle—Level 1 

Class 4 
 

Testimonies of Healing in Brazil 
 

By Nancy Moelk 
 

Class Quiz (with Answers) 
 

1. What is a word of knowledge?  

God telling what He would like to do for someone or information about them. 

 

2. What part can that play in a person being healed? 

If we hear a word of knowledge like that or the person who is meant to be healed, it can bolster our 

faith and their faith and make it easier to receive healing. 

 

3. How is being able to hear God’s voice helpful in praying for people who need healing? 

It helps to boost their faith and your faith in knowing what God would like to do for them. 

 

4. Can God still heal someone even if you don’t feel anything and they don’t feel anything? 

Yes. 

 

5. What is the best response to the question, “why isn’t someone healed?” 

“I don’t know.” We must be careful not to judge God or ourselves or others. 
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6. Should you just pray one time for someone or multiple times? 

Multiple times in increments is helpful. Here is an example: Maria Etter Woodword in writing about 

her meetings where many amazing healings took place described herself or her workers praying in 

tongues over people for 10-20 minutes before they were healed. William Branham sometimes prayed 

over an hour for someone to be healed. Mahesh Chavda speaks of a blind woman who came back night 

after night to one of his meetings and on the last night (seventh night) she was healed. Later God 

showed him in a vision an octopus like creature with several arms covering the women’s eyes and how 

each night of prayed cut another one of them off. 

 

 


